
When you're struggling to reach a goal, or feel that life is throwing
lots of challenges your way, it can be helpful to look closer to home

for how you are getting in your own way.

One thing you can do is to identify things that are draining the
energy from you and change things for the better. 

Give yourself an energy boost by tacking your own Energy Vampires.

Let's get started!

Write down a list of all the things that are draining your energy. 
 Social media sites, people, clutter, unfinished tasks.

Write them all down. 

Next, choose one of the things you wrote down.

Write down at least 10 things you could do to minimise it or remove it
totally.  Include at least one completely daft idea - as this can open

up other possibilities for you. 

Now decide what you will do, and when you will do it.

Then once you've done it, congratulate yourself & identify the next
energy vampire to tackle.

Here's our example below to help you start. 

ENERGY VAMPIRES

Delete everything without
checking
Move everything into a new
folder called 'sort me' and keep
my inbox clear while I spend
an hour a day removing the
emails in the 'sort me' folder.
Challenge myself to clear 10
emails each day.
Set inbox rules to
automatically file my emails.
Use categories to sort my
emails. And flags to prioritise
them.
Give myself half an hour
morning and night to empty my
inbox.
Clear a day in my diary to just
clear emails back to zero.
Buy the book about inbox zero.
Ask my colleague how they keep
their inbox under control.
One touch email - I will deal
with email straight away not
open and then go onto the next
one.
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Endless emails at work. Always
have a full inbox. Just looking
at it makes me feel tired.

Going to sleep really late. I go
to bed at an okay time but then
get sucked into box sets or
social media.

My wardrobe is so cluttered, it
takes me ages to find anything
to wear and just looking at it
makes me feel rubbish. 

Update: I have blocked out next
Monday & have a target of how
many emails to clear out each
hour. I 've also bought myself my
favourite chocolates so I can
reward myself every hour too.
Then I'll use some of the other
options to keep my inbox clear! 

Things that suck the life 
out of me... .
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What I could do about it.. . .


